1VHITHER GOEST SATELLITES:
A REPORT
(01_06_93)
With the loss of Australian OPTUS B1 following i launch failure in January, the direction
of satellite delivered PAY TV in the (South) Pacific has become ever more muddled. The
essenceof the mystery is as follows:
1) For.a PAY TV seruiceto operatethere must be one or more satellitetransponders(i.e.,
transmission charurels)availablefrom a satellite which has the technical capability to
serve the intended earth-targetregion. such a transponder must:
a) Produce sufficient power to be receiveableon the ground with'modest'home style
antermas(making Ku band satellitesthe senrice-of-choice);
b) Be priced such that a PAY TV entrepreneurcan calculatehow his use of the transponder will allow his businessto produce a profit within a reasonabletime frame
(3 to 5 years typically).
2) For a PAY TV service to operate, the PAY TV entrepreneurmust have accessto
a quantity of quality programming at pricing which will allow the businessto become
profitable within a reasonabletime frame (again,3-5 years).
3) For a PAY TV service to operate, there must be a method of controlling who receives
the programmes, and where they are received. such a systemmust:
a) Create a relatively simple system of delivering to the subscription points (homes,
taverns, et al) the hardware required to receive the transmissions,as well as a
technique to collect for programming use.
At the presenttime there are three C-band (3.7-4.2 GHz) INTELSAT satellitesto our
north; 183/1801177east.All are aged,nearingthe end of their useful lifetimes; all have lost
the ability to stay directty over the equator and now fty in'figure 8'pafferns requiring hour to
hour tracking with dish-moving elwation motors at ground stations. Over the nixt 3 years
two of these agng Intelsat satelliteswill be replaced with brand new C plus Ku band capable
satellites.Additional$, a competitor to Intelsat (PanAmSat) plans to launch a similar C pt6
Ku band satellite in April of 1994 and it will have the technical capability to transmit one or
more skong Ku band signalsinto New Zealandfrom 166/168 east (strong: capable of being
received properly with dishesof l-Z metre size).
New Zealand alone, without Australi4 was unlikety to have satellite delivered pAy TV;
our'market'is simply not large enough to justi$r the expensesinvofued in establishingand
operating such a service. Australi4 on the other hand, is uncertain whether it wants satellite
delivered PAY TV, opting instead for MDS (terrestrial microwave distribution).
Enter CDV (compresseddigital video). Until 'today', if you wished to transmit more than
one TV progr:unme at a time, you needed as many transpondersas you had programmes.
CDV changesthat. The latest CDV techniquesturn analoguevideo into digital signals,then
compressesthe digital srgnals(much like your office computer compressesdata to disc).
This allows up to 10 separateTV programmesto fit into a single satellitetransponder. Wittr
cDV on the horizon, the economics of defuering pAy rv via satellite changes
dramatically; up to 10 programmes deliversd for the today cost of one. And ihe horizon is
near; practical CDV exists today; consum€r CDV products (including TV sets) 12 months
away. And it all comestosetherin 1994; stay tuned!
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TECH BULLETIN 9301Co-C hannel Interference Solutions
On 11 VFIF channels(3 Band I, 8 Band
Itr) New Zealandhas more than 1,050
operating TV transmiffers; with radiated po\4/ers
ranging from 325 kilowatts to 1/10th of a watt.
While the vast majority of transmitters operate
with powers under 30 waffs (870 transmiffers),
radiated power greater than 30 kilowatts is not
uncommon (18 transmissioncharurels).To fit
each of these transmitters into ths 11 available
VFIF channels,allocation engjneersat the
Department of Commercejuggle polarizations
(V or vertical; H or horizontal), antennabeam
patterns(i.e., directionalto serverestricted
geographic areas),and something called offsets;
a technique that moves the precisetransmitter
frequency +l- up to 26 kilohertz from the
nominal channelfrequency (seefootnote #1) in
an attempt to reduce the objectional screen
display if not the actual interference level that is
bound to occur when two or more transmiffers
operating on the samechannel arrive at a
conlmon receiving location. When two (or
more) transmitters operating on the same
channel can be received at one offiair site, the
interference that results is called Co-Qhannel
lnterference or CCL This typrcally manifests
itself as horizontal lines (bands) acrossthe
scresn not unlike looking at the primary picture
through venetian blinds (indeed, many people
call it venetian blind interference). The exact
pattern of the lines/venetianblinds depends
upon two factors:
1) The difference in signal
strength between the two signals;
2) The precise offset employed
by each transmitter, as certain offsets (i.e.,
difference in the two operating frequencies)
createfar more intense interference for a gvsn
ratio of signal levels than others.
The offset selectedby allocation
engineersis an attempt to minimize the severity
of the venetian blind effect when there is no
way to guaranteethat two transmitters operating

on the samechannel will not be received at a
cofirmon site. And if there are three (or more)
stations all on the same channel receiveableat a
common oflair site? CCI or venetian blinds
becomesa constantty changing pattern of both
horizontal and diagonal lines resulting from ths
video information contained by each signal
'modulating' one another
in the detector of the
TV receiver. This Tech Bulletin will spell out
antennasolutions to CCI interference; solutions
you as a stocking installer can employ to great$
improve the quality of your customer's
reception under interference conditions.
Additionally, when the data contained in this
Tech Bulletin is employed in conjunction with
other Tech Bulletin issues,you as an installing
stockist may be able to provide first-time
receptionto one or more sitesfor'missing
services'; such as TV3.
Quality reception of any
broadcasttransmissionrequires that a single
modulated waveform appear at the detector of
the receiver. For example, when two (or more)
AM radio stations are simultaneouslyheard
the speakermay emit an arnoying tone; the
result of the two stations slight frequency offset
being detectedby the demodulator. This 'beat
Fmfuote#1: TV hansmittersarerequiredto maintaina
frequencystabrlityof +/- .001%of theiTASSIGNED
operatingfrequencywhen operatingrvith a tarnmitter
powerof 0.1watt or greater.
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note', or whistle, is a form of CCI. The relative
difference in signal level between the desired
transmitter (well call it the DT') and the
undesired transmitter (TJT') determinesthe
loudnessor annoyancelevel of the beat note'.
The actual frequency offset between the DT
and the UT createsthe tone of the whistle.

operatingon 837.5 kilohertz; the difference
betweenthe two carriersis 837.5 - 837.0 or .5
kilohertz (500 hertz). The frequency of the
'whistle'coming from the speakerwill be
500
hertz. The tone will be as constant in frequency
(i.e., 500 hertz) as the relativefrequency
stability between the two transmitters. The
amplitude (loudness) of the tone will be
EXAMPLE: One AM transmitter operating determined by the relative strengths of the DT
on 837.0 kilohertz and a secondAM transmitter and UT srgnalsources,with the loudness
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increasing as the ratio of signal levels to the
receiverdetectordecreases;i.e., being most
annoying (loudest) when the DT and UT
signalsare of the sameapproximate amplitude
to the receiverdetector.
Becausethe video portion of TV
transmissionsis amplitude modulated (ust like
our AM broadcast band example), the effect
describedfor AM radio appearsin TV
transmissionsas well; affecting the vides
portion of the transmission. The AM detector in
this caseis demodulating wideband video, not
audio, and rather than being displayed through
a speaker(as with radio) it is displayed on a
cathoderay (picture) tube. The beat note we
hear in an AM radio situation becomesa beat
note we see on television. The horizontal lines
appearingacrossthe screen are the visual
equivilent to the whistle in an AM radio system.
The two carriers (DT and UT) appear at the
TV receiver'sdetector.If one (channel 1) TV
transmitter is operating on a frequency of
45.260.I MHz while the secondis operating on
a frequency of 45.239.8 MH4 there is a
frequency difference at the receiver detector of
45.260.I (-)45.239.8 or20.3 kilohertz.Were
this an AM radio system,the 20.3 kilohertz
audio beat produced in the receiver detector
would go urmoticed by the listener; neither the
listener ears nor the AM radio's audio amplifier
stage(s)would process such a high audio
frequency. In the caseof two amplitude
modulated TV carriers, the wideband detector
of the TV receiver (it must be capable of

demodulating signalswith a basebandrange
from nearly Ohertz to more than 4,500,000
hertz) treatsthe 20.3 kilohertz beatjust as if it
were a part of the demodulated TV video
information. Video amplifier stagessubsequent
to the detector processthe beat signal along
'baseband'and
with the desiredvideo waveform
the result is not a whistle in the speakerbut
rather horizontal lines appearingon the picture
tube. The lines in the video are the samething
as the whistle in the speakerin an AM radio
system.As with AM radio, two factors
determinethe'annoyancelevel'of the lines on
the TV screen;the frequency of the beat, and,
the @
orratio betweenDT
and UT. The perceivedqualitv of reception,
given co-channel interference (CC! conditions,
can be geatly improved by'fine tuning' either
(or both) of the two conditions:i.e., the
frequency of the beat and/or the amplitude of
the beat note.
l) FREQLfENCY: TV transmitters
(including very low power translators) are
assignedpreciseoffsets;i.e., specific operating
frequencieswith a precision approaching 100
hertz (.1 kilohertz, .0001 megahertz).Studies
conducted in the fIK and North America in the
late 1940sand early 50s determinedthat when
CCI was unavoidable, the effects or viewer
annoyancelevels could be improved if certain
offsets were avoided. Further, the degree of
viewer annoyancecould be markedly impacted
by selectingprecision offsets which produce the
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least disruptive pattern or lines on the TV
screen.If the channel assignmentpersonnel at
the Department of Commerce have done their
jobs property, and if the field measurement
personnel at RFS who veriff operating
frequencies monitor these offsets routinely, the
antenna system installer will have little to say
about the offset portion of the equation. On the
other hand, if the beat pattern found at a
receiving site is consistent$ more annoying than
you believe it could (or should) be, a rwiew of
your particular offset situation might be in order
(first contact RFS to ask if the transmitters in
question might have strayed away from their
assignedprecision offsets).

commonlyasbandI or bandsI, Itr, IV and
V.
In most situationsinvolvingCCI the
desiredtransmitter(DT) is urrivingfrom one
directionwhile the undesiredtransmitter(s)
arrivesfrom a differentantennapointing
direction.If the receivinganterura's
pattemand
front-to-back-ratioswereperfect,the antenna
wouldrespond(i.e.,pick-up)the signalfrom
the DT only w.henyou af,epointedtowardsit,
andrejectall UTs comingfrom other
directions.Alas no suchperfectantennaexists.
The realityis that most antennassold
concentrateon matchover bandwidthrather
than on optimizedbeamwidthsandforward
gain. This often makesthempoor performers
2) AMPLITIIDE
: At any gven off-air
when calledupon to rejectslgnalsarrivingat the
receiving site where two or more stations ar€
antsnnafrom a sideor rear direction.Recall
picked up when the directional receiving
that the degreeof viewer annoyanceis
antennais pointed towards (optimized) on the
determinedby the preciseoffset frequency
desired transmitterlDT, the installing stockist
betweenthe DT andUT, and,the relative
can create an antennareceiving array which will amplitude(i.e., signalstrength)difference
minimize or totally eliminate the CCI. The
betweenthe DT andthe UT. Somebackground
weakestlink in the receiving systernproducing
data.
CCI is the receiving antenna. The most practical
a) Co-Channelannoyancevs. amplitude
solution to CCI is to eliminate it before it
difference. Assumingthe offsetfrequencyhas
occurs; at the antenna.
beenproperlyassignedwe canrefer to
extensiveviewertestingconductedin North
RECEIVING AITTENNA PATTERN
Americaduringthe period 1956-1959by a
groupknown asTASO. Thesetestscreated
Virhnlly all receiving antennassold to
simulatedCCI and askedviewsrsto subjective$
the trade for stocking and re-sale to the home
ratetheir acceptance
of picturequality.Both the
viewer have certain characteristics.It is difficult
offsetfrequenciesandthe amplitudeof the two
to find a TV receiving antennathat does not
(or more) carrierswerevariedover a 40 dB
exhibit:
rangewhile the diversepanel of viewers
(young/old,male/female,professionallurskilled
a) Gain: measured(if known) in dB but
more proper$ either dBi_or dBd.
et al) recordedtheir picturequalityjudgements.
b) Match: enumeratedas 300
Fromtheselandmarktestresultsa'TASO
ohmszbalanced"7 5 ohms/unbalanced.
Scale'hasbeenadoptedby engineers
c) Pattern/beamwidth: stated as so many
throughoutthe world. Our interestin that scale
degreeswide at the half-power (3 dB)
is threefold; a fraction of the total results.
points in both antennaplanes.
En[ we want to know how much sienal
d) Front-to-back ratio: stated(if known) as lwel is requiredin the absenceof CCI to create
picturefor mostviewers.
so many dB.
an acceptable
e) Bandwidth: statedin megahertz or more Second$,we want to know how much UT
(undesiredtransmittersignal)theviewer will
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tolerate when the offset frequency is optimized,
and converse$, how much UT can be tolerated
when the offset signal is not optimized. We will
do this in various forms of dBmV scales;i.e.,
decibels above or below one millivolt on your
srgnalleveVfield strength meter where the
standardreference level is 0 dBmV (which is
the same as 1,000 microvolts or 1 millivolt).
b) TASO Grades. Withaut CCl,
viewers were askedto rate the quality of
pictures while the srgnal* noise to noise ratio
was varied. In this test, the noisefigure (i.e.,
threshold or floor) of the receiving systemis
measuredand known to the engineers.The
received noise is the sum of:
1) Any noise contributed from the
antennasystem(i.e., power line, electricstock
fence, etc. radiatedbroadbandnoise).
2) Any noise contributed by the
receiver'sRF/IF amplffier stage(s); i.e., the
receiver noise figure within the bandwidth of
the TV slgnal.
In the tests, the signal is injected into the
receiving system at precise amplitude lwels;
such as 40 dB greater than the receive system

noise floor. In a separatequantitative
measurement,the actual signal levels (in
microvolts or dBmV) were then deducedfor
the various srgnal* noise to noise ratios (SNR)
as a guide to receiveErstemplanners(seeTech
Bulletin 9302 for frrther discussionof these
tests;pages8 and 25). A tableon page'5,here,
summarizesthe findings.
c) TASO GRADING With CCI. Now
that we understand the basicsof TASO grading
what degradation does co-channel intederence
bring to the viewer? There are three variables
here.
l) Offset beats'. Teststell us certain
offsets are taboo'; i.e., the annoyancelevel is
far worse (for a given DT to UT amplitude
ratio) than with the desireableoffsets.
Unfortunatety for the installer, offsets are out of
his control (establishedat the respective
transmitters) although'tweeking' of the
frequency control circuits at the transmitter site
can certainly vary the offset.
2) Signal plus noise to noise ratio. It is
interesting that as the signal lwel from the DT
goesdown (i.e., becomesweaker),the ill
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effects of the interfering carrier signal may
becomelessnoticeable.The samething
obviously happensif the signal level from the
DT is more or less constant while the slgnal
level from the UT fades up and down; the result
of changing on-path weather conditions or
freakish long distance skip from hundreds of
miles distant.
a) As the table below relates, we need the
greatestpossible amplitude difference between
the DT and the UT in order to reduce the visual
impairment of CCI. The installer may need to
consider increasing the gain of the overall
anterurasystem in the direction of the DT as a
partial solution to CCI. We'll seewhy shortly.

and are seldom suitable for a typical consumer.
The preferred solution to CCI is to design,
install and if required'tweek'the off-ail antenna
sJlstemso as to reject the UT signalsource(s)
before the receiver.That is the focus of the
balance of this Tech Bulletin.
The table appearingbelow shows the CCI
test summary. On average,the viewer would be
protected from picture degradation causedby
co-channelinterferenceby 24 dB more if the
offset frequency of the interfering transmitter
was controlled precise$. As an illustration, see
the TASO Grade 4 (marginal) entry. From the
table on p€e 5 here, we know a Grade 4
picture is in the region of 22 dB SNR at a level
of around 130 microvolts (-18 dBmV). A signal
37 dB weaker(i.e., -55 dBmV or 1.8
3) Ratio of the Desired Transmitter
(DT) signal to the Undesired Transmitter (UT)
microvolts) from a non-desired station will
srgnal.If the normal anterurafor the site in
seriously degradethe already noise-degraded
question is not rejecting the UT signal, the
picture if the non-desired srgnalis on alqqb
installer must create a new receiving antenna
chosen offset. However, if the offset is moved
systemwhich has been engineeredto
to an optimum frequency, the interfering carrier
reject the CCI UT sourceat the antenna.
can rise to a level only 13 dB below the (already
weak) -18 dBmV signalbefore there is serious
NOTE: While hardware does exist to reduce
degradation.
the undesireableeffects of CCI at the TV set
So in fact interfering signal levels too weak
rather than at the antenna, such systemsare
to detect,even with test equipment,will'appear'
notorious$ dfficult to tune, require
considerabledayto day minding (i.e., tweeking) as co-charurelinterference when the offset
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frequency between the two caniers is not
optimized.

the installing stockist depend upon for
accuracy), you should be clear whether the gain
is referenced to an isotropic model, or, a dipole.
MAXIMIZING
ANTEI\NA GAIN
The differenceis 2.14 dB. That is, a dipole in
In the serious antennadesign worl4 all
the real world has 2.14 dB more gain than the
antennashave their forward gain referenced to
isotropic model. A manufacturer who wants his
something called the isotropic antenna.In other antennato look better on paper (i.e., on spec
words, if a professional antennamarnrfacturer
sheets)than a competitor may quote his gain as
sayshis antennahas 10 dB of gafu, he is
dBi (dB gain reference an isotropic model)
advisingyou that if you compared the gain of
rather than dBd (dB gain reference a resonant
his anterma(in the frequency band specified) to dipole). A detailed discussionof this appearsin
an isotropic antenna,his antennawould have 10 Tech Bulletin 9302 but cannot be total$
dB more gain than the isotropic reference
ignored here for reasonssoon to be obvious. If
antenna. The isotropic antennais a
your installation problem is in an area with
mathematical reference; you cannot build one,
generallyweak reception(i.e., below TASO
nor hold one in your hand. It exists onh.'on
Grade 3), you already know that part ofyour
paper as a'mathematical model'. The isotropic
customer'sviewing problem can be traced to
antennais a poiirt source (like this r on the
too-little-signal from the DT. So some quick
paper) which has the real-world impossible task basic data relating to improving the signal level
of radiating equalty in 4!Ldirections. The nearest from the desired transmitter (DT) before
reference antennayou can build or hold inyorn
defuing into antermarejection of the undesired
hand is the resonant dipole; a simple halfirave
transmitter(s) (UT). Consider these numbers:
(leng!h) antennathat radiates equally in
1) Measured signal level (with
directions perpendicular to the element.
FSI\{/SLM) from desired transmitter : -20
Antenna manufacturers find it more convenient dBmV (100 microvolts).
to construct a test/referencedipole for the
2) Measured signal level from undesired
frequency (channel) in question and then
transmiffer with the antennapointed at the
compare their gain antennato the test dipole.
undesiredtransmitter: -30 dBmV. Thbt is a 10
The dipole, however, has gain when it is
dB ratio between desired and rurdesired.
compmed to the isotropic model. So when a
However, when you rotate the antennatowards
mantrfacturer makes a gain claim (which yoq
the desired transmitter the undesired transmitter

s
10
f,]
il
tl
0
-tl

tr

dropsoff
appreciabty.An4
you measureit as
approximately
-45 dBmV (6
microvolts).Now
you havea ratio
betweenDT and
UT of 25 dB (ie.,
-45 to -20
dBmV). TASO
would gradethis
asbetween
passableand
marginalin a
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best-caseoffset or betweeninferior and
unusable in a worst-case offset situation. The
likelihood is you would be closer to inferior
than passablesince we have both co-charurel
interference and weak signal levels to dsal with
here. In our just stated example, the first
challengeis to raise the sisnal level of the DT.
1) The antennamanufacturer saysthere
is 10 dB of gain with the antennawe are using.
From Tech Bulletin 9302, we know by
doubling the frontal area (i.e., size of the
antennaarray) we can expectto eain 2.5 dB
additional signal. Or by quadrupling the
antcnna, we can expect to gain 5 dB of
additional gain (over the first, single, antenna).
2) The installation could also be
improved with a mast head amplifier. We'll see
how a 20 dB gain unit with a 2 dB noise figure
affectsthe performanceof our'system'in Tech
Bulletin 9302. Of coursethe mastheadamplifier
is going to increasethe amplitude of ever-ythine
the antenna array receives; that includes any
background noise in the are4 plus the undesired
co-channel interfering station. Well return to
these numbers. First, a more serious challenge
is to reduce the level of interfering signal at the
antenna.
ANTENNA PATTERN
Remember our mlthical modeling
anterura,the isotropic source/point? And the
more practical refereirce antenna, the resonant
dipole? The dipole obtains its 'gain' over the
isotropic point source by eliminating the
isotropic's "radiates equally well in all
directions", replacing that with "radiates equalty
well in directions perpendicular to its elernent*.
Think of an isotropic point as a three
dimensional pool of water with a pebble
dropped into the water. The splashgoes up and
dowrl left and right; in fact it goes outward
away from the point of pebble impact equally in
all directions; similar to a slcyrocket exploding
high in the air. Now think of the dipole as a
two-dimensional antenna.You drop it onto a
pool of water, flat side down, and small

ripples/wavesradiate outward from the point
where the dipole strikes the water but primarily
perpendicular to the axis of the dipole metal
element; there is almost no ripple nor wave
createdby the end tips of the dipole. The dipole
has gain over an isotropic point source because
it eliminates any radiation from the ends of the
antenna,redirecting the radiation pattern in nruo
directions; each perpendicular to the plane of
the element. Now add a new element to the
antenna,parallel to the dipole and slightlv
longer (physically) than the dipole. This longer
element acts as a reflector to block antennagain
(sensitivity) in the direction/plane of the dipole
* reflector. With a reflector in place, the dipole
now receives'equally well in one direction';
squfutingaway from the dipole in the direction
not blocked by the reflector.
Next add one or more elementsaway
from the dipole/reflector. each shorter than the
dipole and progressive$ shorter the further they
are flaced from the dipole. These are called
directors and the combination of a reflector and
(multiple) directors causethe signal beam to
become thinner and thinner; more directive,
more focused in the desired (front) direction.
As the anteruradesigneradds more elements
(assumingthey have been added with some
knowledge of where they go and how they
interact with one another), the pattern of the
antennabecomesmore sensitiveto signals
arriving from the frontal (favoured) direction
and more importantly less responsiveto sigrals
arrivine from the sidesor perhapsthe reax of
the antenna. ALAS - this additional forward
gain comeswith a price. Think of alatex
balloon filled with water to the point of being
over filled. Take the balloon inyour hand and
squeezethe latex; the water shifts inside the
balloon and moves to a portion where your
hand is not exerting pressure.This portion of
the balloon grows larger while the portion you
are squeezingbecomessmaller. The increasein
balloon size in one direction is like your antenna
:uiyou add additional directors(elements).Each
newtv placed director reducesthe gain to the
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THE EVOLUTION OF ANTENNA GAIN / STIAPING THE PATTERN
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ADD DIRECTORIENTIANCED GAIN

rear and sides,while increasingthe gain towards characteristicswill create 10 dB of gain in the
the 'fronf. With proper skills the antenna
favoured (front) direction, a second antenna
designer can maximizethe forward gain and
electrically phasedto the first will produce
causethe directional anteffia to have less and
almost (but not quite) twice as much received
less 'response'to the sides and rear. This is the
signal voltage. In theory, you will gain 3 dB
basisfor controlling CCI;'shaping' the antema
more with a second antennabut in practice
pattem so as to reduce to a minimum the
some of that gain is lost in the phasing system
antenna'sability in the direction of the UT while (seeTech Bulletin 9302 for a discussionof
maximizing its gain towards the desired station; how this works). The rules for'stacking' gain
at the front of the antenna.
follows:
And the'price'? Each director elernent
1) Both antennasmust be identical in
increasesthe physical size of the antennaand
physical shapeand size;
can reduce the bandwidth of the anterma
2) The'distance'from the transmitterto each
(remember our TV channels are 7lttftIz broad
anteirnamust be as close to identical as
at VFIF; 8 at UIIF). It is possible to add too
possible;
many directors and defeat the entire purpose of
3) The antennasmust be electrically
the antennasystem!
connectedtogether in such a manner that the
signal voltage from one adds to the signal
STACKING AITTENNAS A{ORE GAIN
voltage picked up by the second anterina (that's
If the antennadesignercan add too many where 3 dB comes from; a doubling of the
gain-enhancing director elementsand overshoot srgnalvoltage as presentedto the transmission
his performance target (see Tech Bulletin
line going to the TV set).
9302), but you need additional gain for a
NOW - let's consider a unique situation
systenr,how is it done? The answer is stacking
where the two antennasare not the same
or, as it is also knowrU phasine two or more
physical distancefrom the transmitter. If you
antermastogether. The concept of
erect a metal pipe vertically and place one
stacking/phasingantennastogether into a single antennaat the top of the pipe, and the second
antennaarray is basic to antennas.If a single
antermadown say I free-spacewavelength
antennaof certain physical size and
below the top antenn4 becausethe prpe support
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is common to both and is straight up and down, attenuatedby only 20 dB reference the same
signal coming to the antennafrom the front.
the two identical antennaswill have their
Phaseis the answer.
respective directors, dipole elementsand
Remember that when we stack two
reflectors dead-in-line with one another if
identical antennasgreat care is taken to insure
viewed from below (or above). This is a
the signal captured by the dipole on one
common w-ayto stack two antennasfor the
additional(2.513.0dB) stackinggain. And, balh anteruragets to the combiner in phasewith the
signal captured by the second antenna. This
antennasare the same distancefrom the
meansthe desired transmitter srgnalfrom the
transmitter. To connect the two antennas
front of the antennaiuray, and, whether we like
together(i.e., to phaseas in adding the output
voltage of one antennato the outputvoltage of
it or not, also the undssired transmitter signal
approachingfrom the rear of the antenna.
the other antenna), we can use parallel rods of
Supposewe installed the two antennasin such a
tubing or wire (called stacking Uneg/phasing
bars), or) we can uss two identical lengths of
way the undesired transmitter signal arrives at
the combiner box out of phasewith itselfl What
the same coaxial cable (called phasing S!qq)
connecting each antennainto a two-way signal
then? The two antennascancel one another; the
splitter (using the splitter as a signal combiner).
undesired si$al is simply phase-cancelledat the
antennas!Here is how that is done.
We'll elect to use two identical lengths of foam
type RG-6AJ here. If the antennasare 300 ohm,
1) The top anterurais mounted in the
we install a 300 ohm / 75 ohm outdoor
standardway.
matching transformer at the antennaconnection
2) The bottom antennahas new holes
point for both antennas.Then we cut two
drilled in the boom so the boom to mast clamp
identical lenglhs of RG-64J, long enough in
sits in a position that causesthe bottom antenna
each caseto reach from the 75 ohm output of
to mount on the mast 114wavelength behind
the matching transformer to the two-way
the top antenna. If we connect the two
splitter/combiner which is attachedto the
antennastogether using identical lengths of
precisety
between
the
mast
half
way
antenna
RG-6/IJ, the desired signal and the undesired
two antennas.With weatherproof F fittings on
signal will arrive at the combiner 90 degrees
two
of
the
cable,
we
now
have
the
both snds
(one-quarter of a phase cycle; there being 360
anteruraselectrically connected together throqh
degreesin a complete phasecycle) out of phase
captures
srglal
Each
antenna
the combiner.
with each other. And now we are approaching a
sending it through the matching transformer to
solution.
the two-way combiner (understand that an
4) The phasing lines are now
outdoor two-way dittet, connected up
lenglh-adjusted. Rather than making both
backwards, becomes a two-way combiner in
lines exactly the samelength, we cut the two
this application), and then the combiner outputs lines so that one is electrically 1/4th wavelength
the two signalsin phasewith one another
longer than the other. In the accompanying
through its one rernaining (output in this case)
diagram(page 11) we show this as 'X'and'X;1
port. The performance of the antennasystem
1/4 wave'.
could be as shown at the top of page 11.
5) The longer line goes from the top
wish
to
the
CCI
challenge.We
Now
(normalty mounted) antennato the combiner.
deepenthe antenna systemrejection for a CCI
The shorter linq goes from the bottom antenna
the
rear
of
the
from
approximate$
UT arriving
(which is physically 114wavelength behind the
antenna. The antennasalone offer but 20 dB of top antenna) to the combiner.
front -to-back ratio; i.e., signalsaniving at the
dipole element from the rear of the antennaare
Think about it.
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A signal from thg_frgt$ of the antenna
amaygoes into the top antenna 1l4th
wavelength (90 degrees)before it goes into the
bottom antenna. Then the signal from the t@
antennagoes through a length of coaxial cahle
that is an additional l/4 wavelength (90
degrees)longer (electrically) before it gets to the
combiner. By being 1/4th wavelength in front, it
is out of phaseby 90 degreeswith the bottom
antenna.But, by going through an additional
1/4th wavelength of RG-64J, it arrives at the
combiner phase adjusted with the DT signal
coming from the bottom antenna(i.e., 90
degreesfaster at the top antenna, 90 degrees
slower at the top antenna+ coax; net result Q
degreeschange). ThE two antennasstill add
signal together becausethey are still in phasefor
a forward direction signal.
And the rear:uriving signal?It arrives at
the bottom antennafirst becausethe bottom
antennais 1/4th wavelength closer to the signal
source. 90 degreesin time later it arrives at the
top antennawhere it must go througlr an
additional 1/4 wavelength(i.e., 90 degreesin
phase) delay on the way to the combiner. Now
the top antennaUT is 180 degreesqul-ef_phagg
with the bottom antennaUT and the turo_slgals

cancel; electrical$, clean$. This technique
works very nicely with the following caveats:
1) The UT signal should fall someplace
between 165 and 195 compassdegreesof the
DT (i.e., point your antennaat the DT and call
this 0 degrees.Now use a compassand map to
determine whether the UT will approach the
antennaaray at an angle [reference the DT] of
between 165 and 195 degrees;essentialtyoff
the back of the antenna.If it will, this will work
foryorl, eliminating the CCI solrce by as much
as 20[+] dB")
2) You can also use this technique for
eliminating a non-desired adjacent channel
srgnal(say you want a channel 7 signal and
there is a strongerchannel6 [and/or 8] signal
otT the back side of the antenna); with a 3 dB
penalty fbr off-channel use. Arange the
antennasexactty as you would for same-charurel
configuration, except as follows:
a) Offset-mount the bottom antenna
by ll4 wavelength on the adjacent
(non-desired) p.harurel(not the desfuedchannel),
and,
b) Cut the cable length 1/4
wavelength longer on the non-desired
channel. not the desired channel.

STACKING YAGIS FOR RUECTION OF REAR-DIRECTION CO-CHANNEL

''n".

F 1..
DESIRED
- SIGNAL

------t

DESIRED
S IG N A L

o
YJ

H=1/4 WAVELENGTH

H =1/4 WAVELENGTI{

Non-desiredsignalis placed180 degreesout-of-phaseby bottom antennaoffset and delay
in 1/4thwaveof coaxialcable
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REAR-SIDE SIGNAL IS RAIECTED BY ARRIVING AT COAXIAL COMBINER

NON-DESIRED
SIGNALE_

- . DESIRED
SIGNAL

NON-REAR OF ANTENNA / PT{ASING
Of course not all UT signalsarrive at the
receiving site from the rear (i.e., +/-15 degrees
of straiglrt offthe back of the boom). The
solution for such anglesof arrival is still phasins
but the technique is different. The antenn:Nare
not stackedone abovethe other (i.e., vertically)
since it would be difficult to achieve any type of
phase difference in this configuration. Rather,
the identical-in-design antennasare placed
side-by-sidein a horizontal stacking format. If
you followed the rear IJT phase cancellation,
you'll have no difficulty with the horizontal
two-stack. The key is to find a horizontal
distance, along a common antennamounting
boom (a piece of horizontal pipe mounted
againsta tower face; or, a flat roof line where
you can mount antennasin a horizontal line at
will), where the distanceequals180 degreesof
phase cancellation for the UT source. The
magic distancein free spacers LlT wavelengtll
adjusted to the actual difference in
angfe-of-arrir,'albetween the two signals. We
call this distance'fI' (seediagrampage l3).
Here's how it is calculated:
1) Use a map and determine the beam
heading from your receive site to the desired
transmitter. Let's say it is +10 degreeswith O
degreestrue-north.
2) Now calculate the beam heading to
the undesired transmitter. In this example it is
35 degreestrue.
3) The difference between the two is 35
minus 10 or 25 degreesof angle.
4) Go to Graph t here which rweals a
25 degreeangfe difference requires a horizontal

UCJIXCU

S IG N A L

soacingbetween the two identical antennasof
1.22 wnrelengths.
5) Now, in our example the channel of
interest is 4 where qus 1ual/sle4gthin free space
(seeTable 1) equals1.717metres(65.7"). The
two identical antennaswould then be mounted
on a horizontal cross-arm, both pointing directly
at the DT, spacedapart1.717metrestimes 1.22
(distance:Graph 1) or 2.095 metresboom
centre to boom centre (distanceH). The
antennaswould be phasedwith trvo identical
lengths of RG-6/u to a two-way outdoor
weather protected hybrid combiner (splitter
used backwards).
NOTE: With this technique, no difference
should exist in the lengths of coaxial cable
connecting each individual antennato the
combiner. What does changewith each charurel
changeor each angular difference changeis the
spacmg(distanceH) between the two antennas.
Also obsenrein Graph 1 that as the spacing
betweenantennasreducesdown to 0.75
wavelength, the Graphjumps to a qreater
physical spacing of nearly 2.25 wavelengthsto
insure adequatephysicalseparation(i.e., so two
antennasdo not touch each other).
CIIALLENGES
When your antennareceive site requires
more for:ward gain than can be provided with
two (identical) antennas(stacked),you are
headedfor four or even eiglt antennasin a
more complex array. It is not uncommon in
North America and Europe to stack foru
identical antennashorizontally; that is, all in a
line on a perhaps quite long boom. This is a
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signal responsethat 'squirt' out of the antenna at
unpredictable angles), when four or more
antennasend up in a horizontal line, these
essential$ unpredictable minor lobes often end
up'combining' towards a co-channelsource;
insprte of your efforts to select a precision
spacingbetween antennasto create a null. If
you find yourself in
a CCI situation that
GRAPH ONE
requires more gain
3.5
o
than two yagrs will
-F
(9
p,rovide, consider
z
upgrading to larger
> 3.O
yags. Where five
=
elements(reflector,
I
..s
dipole and'three
6
F
directors) may
lrl
()
produce
as much as
\
z.o
e
o
gain
7
dB
of
=
(reference a dipole),
x
a proper$ designed
= r.5
G.
ten
element will
e
(t
usually produce 10
E '.o
dB of gain. That
f,
says a pair of well
z
o.u
designedten
F
z
elernentscan offer
the samegain as
o L
o
lo
20
40
70
80
90
30
50
60
four S-elementyags
3@
350
340
330
3AO
3rO
280
270
300
290
?.20
200
2ro
23c
r80
190
240
270 in a phased affay.
250
260
r:to
160
l?.o
r70
t50
t40
ilo
r00
90
t80
And shouldyou still
ANGLE EETWEENWANTEDANDUNWANTED
SI$NALSIN DEGREES
be short of gain, the
Find correct angle (bottom)l matsh to antenna-antennaspacing (left)
co-channel problern
must be tackled with

perfect$ adequateapproach for increasing
forward gain but not whenyou are also
attempting to eliminate or reduce a co-channel
slgral source with precise horizontal (anterma
boom-to-boom) spacing.Becauseany
individual yagi (or log) antennaexhibits a
complicated antennapattern (i.e., small lobes of

UJ
J
l!
j

f

g,
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a so-calledbox' or TI Frame' anay stackas
shown on page 15. Four antennasare stacked
two side by side and two more above the first
two. For 8+ antennas,contactus.
Note: You can4E!combineantennasin this
array using a single four-way combiner; a trio
of 2 way combiners with all RG-6ru tnes of
the samelength must be used. The vertical
(up/down) stacking distanceshould be no less
than .75 wavelength in free spacefor antfluras
of up to 5 elements; 1 wavelength in free spaco,
or the lsngth of the boom (whichever is greater)
for antennasof more than 5 elernents.
Selecting and stacking multiple yag or log
arrays for maximum garq as well as matching
them with appropriate mastheadamplifiers is
carefulh studied in Tech Bulletin 9302.

GAIN NTIMBERS
Let's summarize the dual-challenge
problems of a typical fringe area receiving site
with co-channel interference.
First - the site suffers from low sQnal
levels aniving from the desired transmitter
(DT). Minus co-channel as a degradation
factor, we should have no less than 250
microvolts (uV) or -12 dBmV to produce a
TASO PassableGrade picture (28 dB signal +
noise to noise ratio; seeTech Bulletin 9302.)
Second - with co-channel interference, the
additional degradationcan reduce the apparent
TASO grade picture by some amount. The
degreeof degradationdependsupon (t) the
slgral ratio between the DT and the UT when
the antennais pointed at the DT, and, (b) the
frequencydifference (i.e., tone) of the offset.
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Keep in mind that with a constant ratio in
amplitude (srgnd lwels) between DT and UT,
the degradation of the co-channel can be
reduced or increasedas much as24 dB simply
by tweeking on the transmitter oscillator to
move the offset frequency by as little as 260
hertz (.!).[f you suspectthe offset could be
improved, talk with your regional RFS office.
The low signal level from the DT can be
enhancedby increasing the capture area of the
receiving antenna; two proper$ designed5
elementyagis, for example, produce 2.5 dB
more signal than a single yag. Or, a property
designedten element yagl can produce from 2
to 3.0 dR more gain than a single five element
yagi. There is a caveat; properly desiened.
Mere$ adding more (director) elementsis no
guaranteethe larger antennawill outperform (or
even perform as well as) a smaller antenna.
Your successas an installer dependsupon the
quality of the antennasyou select.
The low stgnal level can also be enhanced
with a mastheadamplifier. To be effective, the
mastheadunit should have a noise figure that is
appreciabtybetter than the noise figure of the
TV set tuner; and no less than 20 dB of gain
(seeTech Bulletin 9302).
Unforhrnatety, a mastheadamplifier and/or
a larger capture area antsnna will increasethe
amplinrde (evel) of the IJT co-charmelsource
as well as the desired transmitfer unless the
anterun is configued to reduce (phase out) the
IJT source.
ERRATA
The samephasfu€techniqueswill also be
effective in eliminating multi-path gilrostingafter
you determine the angle of arrival of the
delayed-in-time ehosted signal. Treat the
deflected (ghost) path just as if it were a
co-channel signal source doing the same
computations as ouflined here. Note however
that when the DT and the UT signalsarrive at
the receiving site with arrival-angle differences
of less than 10 degrees,phasecancellation with
precision horizontal-horizontal spacingis not
possible.

YES AND NO / 4 BAY PIIASING

F-r'r-+i
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RobertB. Cooperbegana professionalcareerin weaksignalTV
receptionin 1956asU.S.maganneRADIO ELECTRONICS engaged
him to preparea regularfeaturecolumnon this subject.Creatorof 15
articles,'Coop'isnow a residentof
books,morethan 2,200magaztrte
New Zealand'sFarNorth wherehe continuesto researchandwrite.

This past.Ianuarythe switch
from AussatA series to
Olympus 81 took place. The
transmit antennason 81 are
'tight', restricting coverage
outside of Australia. Where A1
'spilledover' 81 doesnot;
,
end of our accessto HACBSS,
at least for the time being. B
seriesbirds do have (5)
specific-for-New Ze aland
transponderson board but
nobody willing to use them.
Oh yes, the launch of 82
failed (45 secondsafter lift-off
a satellite-protectiveshroud fell
offat 23,000') settingback fuIl
implementation of O$mpus
plans.

systemsdesignedto bring TV3
into areaswhere they may
never have local transmitters.
The cover (mailing sheet)for
our TB9302lists 14 (not 13)
new TV3 transmit sites, their
o "If adding more directors to
powers, channelsand expected ayagincreases gain. why can't
start dates.
a designerkeep adding
Probablynot. But TVNZ beats r "I understand those pubs and elementsfor more and more
gain?'
themto deathin the marketplace motels with Aussat Ku band
T.I.oDunedin
by remindingpotential
dishesno longer get Austrialian
TV's 1 and 2 reacha
advertisers
TV sports.What happened?"
Each additional director reclaimed96% of homesin the
B.E., Orewa
duces the bandwidth of the
countrywhile TV3 reachesless
antenna.Bandwidth is meathanthis. A storyin TheHerald
Aussat launched 3 Ku band
suredas a percentageofthe
21 furil claimed13newTV3
With
a
satellites
from
1985-87.
operatingfrequency. At 45.25
transmittersites,on-leasefrom
finite
lifetime,
they
were
wide channel
MHa a 7 l|l;.4J{z
T\AIZ subsidiaryBCL, will
scheduledfor replacement
is 15.47o/o.At 230 MHz;
reach200,000newpeople(not
under the new name O$mpus. 3.04o/o.Ittakesonly 6 to 8
homes).Theyalsosaidthis
The first Otympus was to
represents
an increaseof6Yo
directors at 45.250 MHz to
'by
bird
the
replace
Aussat
A1;
in peoplereachedfor TV3
reducethe bandwidthto 7
secondA2. Bird A1 had the
yearend'.Unforttrnately,
MHz. At23O MHz, 22-25
HACBSS domestic-to
reachinga levelpiayingfield
directors equals 7 ItGlz
-Australia (ABC) service
with TVNZ is an impossible
bandwidth. If there is interdreamfor TV3; T\AIZ wasthere which'spilled over' into New
est in rolling your own yags,
(using
4+
metre
Zealand
got
of
the
best
channels
first,
all
well cover it in a future TB.
dishes). tsubs, clubs imported
andtransmittingsites,and TV3
hasto acceptwhat was left over. specialIRD Australian
Questionsfor Coop? Address
The aerialist can help level the receiversto decodethe
to R.B. Cooper,P.O.Box
field by creating home antenna scrarnbledbroadcasts.
330,Mangonui,Far North.

o ' TV3 claimsto reach87Yoaf
New ZealandTV householdsand
sayby adding13new
transmittersin i993, theywill
thenreach93% of Kiwi homes.
Is this true?"
B.fL, Warkworth
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TB930l: Co-Channel (interference) elimination; antennaand phasing techniques. [You are
reading this issueJ
T89302: Weak signal techniques, antenna+ mastheadpractices. llssue now availablef
T89303: IIHF techniques, including construction guidance for low-cost UFIF parabolic
antennasto 6M diameter.fReleasedate I5-07-931
T89304: Identiffing and correctingtelevisioninterferenceproblems. lReleasedate I5-09-931.
T89305: Master/community aerial techniqueson a budget; how New Zealandlaws govern,
how to design and build CATV systems,how to source equipment. Note: This is a two-issue
serieswith part-two eartyin 1994. [Releasedate ] 5-I I-931.
Each issue of TECH BULLETIN focuses on a single topic to provide a thorough schooling
in the subject matter chosen. Additional assistanceavailable on a consulting basis.
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1) TECH BULLETINS are delivered via normal surface mail.
2) You may order individual issuesOR subscribeon a calendar-yearbasis.
3) Outside of New Zealand, delivery is via AIRMAIL on$; ratesvary as to destination.
Pleasecontact us for quotation.
PLEASE 4) COMPLETE the form below, and,
5) ENCLOSE the appropriateamount in chequeform made out to ROBERT B. COOPER
REGARDING CONSULTANCY 6) One-off answer to non-complex problems is available ONLY TO subscribers(for example,
see'A$KCOOP'in this issue).Write, enclosinga self-addressed-stamped
envelopefor repty.
Responsesprepared on a time-as-availablebasis.
7) More complex questionsinvofuing ressarchtime (example: suggestingknife-edge refraction
path zones in your reglon; where to look) are billed at an hourly rate of $75. Write posing .
question; you will be quoted estimatedcost for your approval before work begins.

U YES - Entermy subscriptionto N,L 1993TECH BULLETIN issues.Pa]'mentof
SENDME _ALL 1993ISSUES_ALL (except9301)by return
$50 enclosed.
moil or as issued.
tl SEND ME ontv thoseissuesindicatedhere(futureissuesmailedasissued)f TB9301at $15.00 I TB9302at $15.00 fl TB9303at $15.00 I T89304at S15.00
fl TB9305at $15.00
I SEI\D ME reprint of LaPorteRhombics(construction)articleat $10
tr SEND ME reprint of Half-Bolics(construction)articlesat $15
Total amount enclosed - $

(sorry,no provisionfor invoicing)

ENTER my name/mailing addressas-

NAME
COMPAIIY

(if appticable)

STREET/P.O.BOX
DATA
TOWN/CITY
ORDERTO: ROBERT B. COOPE& P.O. Box 330,MANGONIE FAR NORTH (New Zealand)
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USERNOTES/ CO-CHANNEL PHASING

ROBERT B. COOPER
P.O.Box330
Mangonui,FarNorth
(New Zealand)
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